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Update on returnee villages in Makhmour/Qayyarah districts
Kudilah, Kharbadan, Kabarok, 2 February
Rise Foundation and Oxfam conducted a rapid assessment in selected villages on the east side of the Tigris in
the Makhmour/Qayyarah area. By now IDPs are fully aware of what awaits them if they chose to return to
these villages. Destruction of property, residual IED contamination and lack of services remain key
disincentives to potential returnees. However, in most cases people want to return despite the problems,
although the rate of returns can be slow.

Kudilah
Kudilah (35°45'41"N 43°23'42"E), a Sobawi village in the Makhmour district, is located around half a kilometre
down a dirt track to the south of the main Qayyarah-Makhmour road, from which it is clearly visible. The
turning to the village is within ISF-administered territory roughly a kilometre west of the main ISF/Peshmerga
checkpoint. The village was retaken by ISF on 15 April 2015, but has remained inaccessible until recently due to
a high level of IED/mine contamination. Following clearance operations, the ISF opened the road to Kudilah
around 1 month ago. Diffused IEDs and improvised mines have been collected in multiple locations along the
road and elsewhere, but the village is reportedly clear. However, extreme caution is advised when moving
anywhere in Kudilah. Live IEDs and improvised mines remain in the areas surrounding the village.

Destroyed buildings in Kudilah.
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Returnees
Kudilah’s original population numbered around 250 families. Only one of these families – 7 individuals – has so
far returned. The remaining population is either in Debaga camp, Kirkuk, or spread out among the nearby
villages. (Precise figures and their whereabouts can be given if necessary). We were told that 10 teenagers
from the village joined ISIS – it is unknown precisely what has happened to them or their families.
Heavy fighting took place in Kudilah, and of around 200 houses, 77 are totally destroyed. Destruction of
property is a major disincentive for people to return, as is the fear that further IEDs and mines remain hidden.
However, the main factor discouraging returns is the lack of services, particularly water. We were told by the
one returnee family and IDPs visiting Kudilah that if the water network was fixed, people would return
tomorrow.
Water, other services and needs
Kudilah is connected to the Sultan Abdullah water project but the pipe network is damaged and the village
does not receive water. The damage is in an area of heavy IED/mine contamination close to the checkpoint
dividing ISF and Peshmerga territory – access to the damaged pipes is restricted due, reportedly, to political
sensitivities and the necessity for mine clearance. There may also be other parts of the network that require
repairs before Kudilah can be reconnected. Previously there were water pipes connecting Kudilah to Mahana
village and the Hajj Ali network – restoring this connection may provide an alternative solution.
There are private boreholes in Kudilah, but the water is brackish and can only be used for washing. The one
family that has returned to the village currently relies on private water trucking from Qayyarah, which can be
called to deliver at a price of 5,000 IQD/200 litres. Food and other supplies also have to be collected from
Owsijah, Qayyarah or Jadaa as there are no markets in the village.
The family live in the house of a relative as theirs was destroyed. They don’t have access to mains electricity –
government repairs are pending and are unlikely to be attended for some time. The family has a private
generator and have also connected their house to a working generator at the Zain telecom tower in the village,
which is being rehabilitated by Zain Group. There is also a communal generator in the village but it requires
minor repairs. When asked what they are lacking in terms of NFIs, the family said they needed a kerosene
heater, blankets and jerry cans.
Rate of returns to Kudilah
The rate of returns to Kudilah is proving to be slow, particularly from nearby villages where freedom of
movement presents no challenge. A lack of services and the dangers of residual IED contamination affect other
villages where IDPs still remain, although the level of destruction in Kudilah is greater than in most villages still
classified as inhabitable. People generally lack the finances to rebuild themselves (the majority of villagers are
Iraqi government employees and have not received salaries for many months) and vague assurances of
government support for families to rebuild their houses are viewed with scepticism. Unlike in other villages in
the area, there has not been a mass return organised from Debaga. This may have to do with the situation
improving in Debaga, particularly in terms of overcrowding. Some IDP families may have begun to feel settled
in the villages they fled to, having spent many months away. The very fact that Kudilah is so sparsely populated
is another factor contributing to the slow rate of returns. An IDP from Kudilah visiting his empty house
questioned why he should remove his children from their new school, when in Kudilah there are no other
children, and the school remains closed.
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Improvised mines, IEDs, EFPs and an ISIS tunnel
in Kudilah.
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Kharbadan
Kharbadan (35°44'38"N 43°22'1"E) is at the end of a dirt track 2.5km south of Mahana, which is located on the
south side of the Qayyarah-Makhmour road (35°46'17"N 43°21'47"E). Access to Kharbadan is through Mahana.
Returnees and IDPs
Of an original population of 215 families, Kharbadan currently holds 95 families. On 25 March 2016, the
villagers that remained up to this point left en masse, mainly to Debaga or Kirkuk. The ISF strategy in this area
was to relocate entire village populations to camps or sponsors as they re-took villages from ISIS. A few
families returned as early as September, but most arrived back in November and December. Only one family
from Kharbadan was reported to have sided with ISIS, and their house was destroyed by the ISF – whether
deliberately or during the fighting is not known. The family fled to Mosul.
There are 8 IDP families among the 95 currently living in Kharbadan. They are staying in the houses of families
that have not yet returned. When the owners of these houses return, the IDP families will be expected to
move to other houses or stay in the houses of relatives.
Over half the families from Kharbadan are yet to return. The main reason for this is that around 25% of the
houses in the village have been destroyed. It was reported that some families also fear the return of ISIS – the
frontline is located at Gudila, 6km to the south – and therefore choose not to return. IEDs also present a threat
to returnees in Kharbadan, particularly on the outskirts of the village – a month ago a villager was injured by
an IED on the southern outskirts. Farmers have not returned to the nearby fields for fear of IED contamination.
Water, other services, aid and needs
Kharbadan is connected to the Hajj Ali water project but the pipes are damaged at Gudila, a village 6km to the
south, on the frontline. Access to Gudila is restricted because of its frontline status and therefore no repairs to
the damaged pipes have been attempted. The road between Kharbadan and Gudila is closed because of
uncleared IEDs, and the only way to reach Gudila is via Kharabah Jabbr, on a road spanning the frontline.

Kharbadan village looking south.
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As in Kudilah, private boreholes in Kharbadan only produce brackish water; drinking water has to be trucked
from Hajj Ali. Water tankers come twice a week and apparently charge 5,000 IQD for 500 litres – cheaper than
in Kudilah.
Mains electricity has not been restored to Kharbadan and people rely on private generators, although
affording fuel is a problem for many families. As with other villages in the area, men are primarily employed by
the government as policemen, soldiers, or clerks with the remainder working as farmers, shepherds and taxi
drivers. Salaries have not been forthcoming and most families are financially insecure. A large generator and
fuel was requested to provide power for the whole village.
There has reportedly only been one major delivery of aid to Kharbadan – IRR kits and mattresses were donated
around a month ago. The Ninewa Governorate also provided 150 litres of fuel for each family 25 days ago –
the village is expecting to receive more in 1½-2 months. There are two small markets in the village selling basic
produce such as fruit, vegetables, drinks and confectionaries, but most food has to be collected from markets
in Owsija and Jadaa. Families without a vehicle rely on others for assistance with shopping. LPG remains
expensive at 14,000 IQD for one canister.
The village school is open but is run by volunteers who do not receive a salary. Kerosene heaters are a major
need here. The school reportedly used 18 heaters during winters before ISIS, and now there are none.

Kabarok
Kabarok village (35°47'5"N 43°21'19"E) is on the northern side of the Qayyarah-Makhmour road out of sight
from the road in a shallow dip between hills. The turning is directly opposite Mahana and the village is around
half a kilometre from the road.
Returnees and IDPs
The original population in Kabarok numbered 110 families and 100 families currently inhabit the village. 20 of
that number are IDP families from nearby villages. On 8 May 2016 the entire population of the village was
transported to Debaga camp by the ISF and the majority returned together on 1 December. It was reported
that 7 families still in Debaga have not been able to return because a member or members of their family died
during ISIS occupation – they have to prove they died and did not join ISIS before they can return. This appears
to be a complicated process. According to the Mukhtar, no individuals from Kabarok joined ISIS.
Destruction is fairly light in Kabarok with only 10 houses destroyed out of a total of 115. IEDs in the village
have reportedly been cleared by the ISF and commercial deminers – most likely untrained locals – paid by the
villagers in Kabarok. Many improvised mines and IEDs remain outside the village.
Water, other services, aid and needs
Kabarok is connected to the Sultan Abdullah water project and has the same issue of broken pipes as the other
villages. The damage is reportedly outside Khaladiyah village in an inaccessible area of heavy IED
contamination. There are also reportedly political issues obstructing repairs. The water found in boreholes
cannot be drunk so people rely on water trucking, as in other villages in the area.
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A warning for IEDs beside the track leading from Kabarok to the main Qayyarah-Makhmour road.
There is no electricity in the village. The school is open but as in Kharbadan, it is run by volunteers without
salaries. The village has not yet received any kerosene from the government but 150 litres per family (as
received in Kharbadan) was promised on 31 January. Blankets and heaters are needed as ISF reportedly took
these items from houses as they advanced.

Karmadi and Umar Awa
There are dirt roads leading to Karmadi (35°43'32"N 43°25'32"E) and Umar Awa (35°44'28"N 43°26'44"E)
(Lehaib and Sobawi villages respectively) from Kudilah and the main Qayyarah-Makhmour road. However,
these villages are not currently accessible due to heavy IED/mine contamination in the villages and on the
roads. Clearance operations have not taken place and it is unknown when they will start, particularly as both
villages have suffered heavy destruction. It was reported that Umar Awa is completely destroyed and that
Karmadi is 90% destroyed, although we were not able to personally verify this information.

General information
Medical
The nearest easily accessible PHC in this area is in Qayyarah, although the facilities here are reportedly not
advanced enough to deal with serious health problems. Such cases require hospital treatment in Erbil (see
below for access difficulties). There are nursing staff living in Kharbadan who work in Qayyarah. They would
rather set up a PHC in Kharbadan to meet the basic health needs in local villages, but they require a supply of
medicines. Skin diseases like scabies and Leishmaniasis are common among children (the latter reportedly
affects around 3% of children in this area) as well as mumps and chicken pox.
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Freedom of movement
There is freedom of movement between villages within ISF-administered areas, including over the bridge to
Qayyarah. However, gaining access to Peshmerga-controlled areas is problematic. A document signed by the
Peshmerga is required to cross the checkpoint on the Qayyarah-Makhmour road. Restricted travel to the
Peshmerga base in Makhmour to make applications is permitted only on certain days and permission to travel
is often only granted for a day. The long procedure can be disastrous in cases of medical emergency when
medical facilities in Qayyarah are not sufficient.
Identification papers
All returnees in these villages had their identification papers apart from small children. Birth certificates were
either not issued during ISIS administration or are considered invalid. There did not seem to be a procedure in
place for rectifying this issue. Official marriage certificates have also not been issued for marriages that took
place during the period of ISIS administration. All couples in these circumstances have to show for their legal
union is an unofficial document signed by their local sheikh.
There is an extra ID card available that shows the owner has been through the security screening and is clear.
However, the office that issues these cards is in Bartella so few people bother to go and collect theirs. It
apparently eases access within Baghdad-administered territory but it makes little difference when crossing
into KRG territory.
Military and political authority
st
The 91 ISF (Kurdish) Brigade is the military authority in the area, but their presence was non-existent in
Kudilah (due mainly to the lack of people) and very light in Kharbadan and Kabarok. When people in Kaborok
were asked to identify the authority in the area they answered by saying they didn’t know whether they came
under KRG or Iraqi government authority. The Makhmour district has long been a disputed area and this status
is causing delays and problems in restoring services to villages.
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